
Resco Mobile CRM
Power of Microsoft Dynamics CRM in your mobile device

Resco Mobile CRM is a mobile client solution optimized for Microsoft Dynamics CRM offering advanced 

customization capabilities. The app works in online/offline mode and synchronizes local data with 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Visual customization tools allow the comprehensive customization of 

application, adding custom CRM entities, custom fields, defining dashboard, multiple views, charts or 

adding custom functionality.

App—Access CRM data on the go
Access your CRM data on any mobile platform: 

iPhone, iPad Android  Windows Phone 7 Windows Mobile, Win CE, Tablet PC 

Meet the most advanced mobile CRM app in the market. The out-of-the-box version offers dashboard, maps, charts 
and access to the most frequently used entities. You do not need to install any middleware, server components or 
servers. Download the app, sync it with Microsoft Dynamics CRM and enjoy mobility.



Architecture—Simple and straightforward
Resco Mobile CRM is a solution working in online/offline mode that takes advantage of local database storing data 
and standard Microsoft Dynamics CRM Web Service. When needed, the app can be switched to online mode. The 
solution does not require any middleware or server—the mobile client communicates directly with the Dynamics 
CRM server.

Woodford—Powerful customization and administration tool
Resco Woodford is an easy to use tool that allows 
customization and administration of the app. No 
development skills? Don’t worry; you only need a mouse 
to add custom entities, redesign the app, configure 
dashboards or charts, create multiple views or define sync 
filters. 

Woodford also allows managing mobile users, mobile 
devices and remotely wipeing out the data. All changes 
and customization appear on the mobile device after the 
synchronization.

Mobile CRM Studio — Full control over the app
Resco Studio comes handy if your requirements are high or if you expect custom code implementation. Try Resco’s 
developer platform integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio and benefit from the full access to source code. Utilize the 
single .NET environment to cover all mobile operating systems thanks to the Mono compilation tools. Mobile CRM 
Studio is an omnipotent multiplatform customization tool that eliminates all compromises.

More info at: www.resco.net/mobilecrm 
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